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 It would run until November 12, 2007, airing 10 seasons total. Season 10 began in the middle of the seventh season, which aired from 2002 to 2003. The events of the seventh season were incorporated into the beginning of this season, making this the first season to directly precede the following season. The title sequence of this season is reused from season eight, and the same style and font also used
for the beginning of the show's sixth season. The series finale aired on November 12, 2007. The show received a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in January 2012, one of many science fiction and fantasy shows that were honored by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. Contents After a three-year mission on Destiny where they have encountered new races, friends and foes and ultimately
saved the Milky Way galaxy, the Destiny inhabitants are now looking forward to settling down on the new world of Telos. They are soon greeted by a ship from the planet Ori, who ask for help in finding a suitable planet for their race. Ori ambassadors Rannor and Elysi go to the Destiny in hopes of further exploring new worlds, but the two are soon captured by the Destiny's former enemy, the

Replicators. Meanwhile, the crew is introduced to Commander Michael Roslin, a man of reason who's trying to bring peace to the human race by creating a worldwide alliance of humans, known as the United Alliance. His plan is complicated, however, when the alliance is unable to locate Earth. Meanwhile, Aiden, Ori's ambassador, reveals that his planet is not completely dead but suffering from the
side effects of their first contact with an alliance fleet, the knowledge of which has been a secret to the Ori. Aiden also offers the alliance the knowledge of their origin. Not wanting to trust anyone, the Destiny crew goes their separate ways, with Colonel Everett Young joining the United Alliance. Young and Young's first mission is to seek out the Replicators and destroy them, which they do

successfully. The remaining Destiny crew then come together to search for Earth. Traveling through the Milky Way Galaxy, the crew encounters other species who call themselves Ancients and know the Destiny as the "Gates". Colonel Young visits the planet SGC, the original point of Stargate entry, and learns that the connection between Earth and the Destiny is closer than he realized. With this
knowledge, they find Earth, but a large Ori fleet is in position to intercept and destroy them. The Destiny is destroyed and a member of the alliance called the 82157476af
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